
T-WAND 900 DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 7"
Reference : AD000TK900

Item name T-WAND 900 DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 7"

EAN code 3701555314518

Intro TPMS range:
Complete vehicle diagnostics with intelligent TPMS sensor programming and relearn 
function!

Product available for sale only in France and French overseas departments and territories.

Text Diagnostic tool: maintenance & TPMS for all systems
The world's most comprehensive TPMS diagnostics tool, offering you superior 
experience in TPMS function checks, sensor programming and relearning. TPMS, FAP 
regeneration, injector learning, all-system diagnostics and special functions.

- 1- activate all known TPMS sensors and read sensor status
- 2- complete TPMS valve diagnostics for full health check with DTC description
- 3- read ECU DTCs and clear DTCs
- 4- program MX sensors by copying original sensor IDs
or by randomly creating new IDs
- 5- display teach-in procedure
- 6- teach-in procedure on tool and wide coverage
- 7- toolkit, special TPMS functions

THINKCAR T-Wand 900 can activate the TPMS sensor to display sensor data such as 
sensor ID, pressure, frequency, temperature and battery status.



3 programming modes:
- 1- automatic ID creation
- 2- manual ID creation
- 3- copy creation

- 28 reset modules :
A/F, adblue, headlights, airbag, ABS purge, battery, brakes, elec pump, FAP, EGR, ETS, 
gearbox, gearbox, immo, injectors, language, NOX, ODO, oil, SAS, seats, stop/start, 
roof, suspension, TPMS, transport, tires, window.

Product highlight Free updates for life!

Specifications Specifications: :
- system: Android 10 
- screen size: 7"
- storage: 64GB
- ram: 2Gb
- battery: 6000mAh/3.8V
- rear camera: 13MP

Contents Contents : 
- main unit
- Bluetooth VCI probe 
- manual
- USB type-C cable
- 5 valve sensors

Warranty period 2 years

Tariff code Tariff Equipment (TE)

Warranty ProcedureDIAGNOSTIC

CLAS EQUIPEMENTS
83, chemin de la CROUZA
73800 CHIGNIN
France

Tel : +33 (0) 4 79 72 62 22
Fax : 

Monday to Friday - From 8 to 
12h30 and from 14h to 17h30 
(16h30 on Friday)


